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Old Geelong Football Club: marking 50 Years 1954-2004 
General WebNotes 2004: No 14  (May 20)  www.oldgeelong.com.au 

 
LAST WEEK 
Accuracy when kicking for goal seems to be one of the major problems right through the Club. Last week 
our Reserves suffered their first loss of the season, to La Trobe University, despite having six more scoring 
shots; our Firsts squandered chances to sew up the game much earlier, before finishing ahead (thankfully and 
admittedly La Trobe also missed a couple of “sitters” early in the final quarter), whilst the Club 18 side 
managed no less than five out-of-bounds-on-the-full from easy shots in the first quarter, before going on the 
record their third win for the season. 
 

 
Firsts: Old Geelong 11-16 d La Trobe 8-11  (from Matt Edmonds): May 15 at La Trobe  
“Brilliant sunshine and a 2 to 3-goal breeze greeted both sides on the vast expanses of the La Trobe Uni 
Oval. We had first use of the breeze and started positively against the lower placed but always-dangerous La 
Trobe Uni boys. We opened up a useful 5-goal buffer by quarter time, thanks to some great mid-field work 
from the likes of Dinger (Jamie Bell), Willy Ainsworth and Manga (Hugh McCarthy). Strong work from 
Will Paul and Ed Bayles (Q.C. – Ed) around the half-forward area, and a couple of goals to Vicko (Mark 
Vickers -Willis) were also crucial to us establishing an early lead. 
 
“The second quarter was hard work for us. La Trobe managed to get bit of a run-on, yet it was to our blokes’ 
credit - especially our backline players - that they lifted their intensity and stopped any chance of La Trobe 
taking the lead. We were still 15 points up at the main break and really wanted to press home the advantage 
during a wind-assisted third quarter. Again, the La Trobe boys wouldn’t lie down and it was another tough 
quarter for us. Without doubt though, and I hate to say this, the highlight of the quarter was when one of 
their guys used Henry Legoe  as a stepladder to take an absolute out-and-out hanger. Hope the back of your 
head’s OK now Henry! – we may just catch the replay on The Footy Show one night! Vicko’s effectiveness 
was negated during this quarter as they double -teamed him on every occasion. It was only when he was 
moved up the ground and David “Diesel” Kimpton (who is just getting better and better each week) moved 
back to the goal-square that things opened up for us. Diesel’s goal right on the buzzer of three-quarter time 
enabled us to stretch our lead to a very handy 32 points.  
 
“The final quarter was not our most spectacular but it was arguably our best of the year. La Trobe had played 
pretty well for most of the day and would have thought they’d be a slim chance to overrun us in the last term. 
But all over the ground everyone lifted and we never gave them an opportunity to get back into the match, 
winning by a comfortable 23 points. Goldy (Matt Goldsworthy), who must have had at least 10 possessions 
in this quarter, was especially good. His quality overhead-marking and great running is a huge asset to our 
side. Also, special mention must go to Tom Cannon and James Hope -Johnstone . Both have had limited 
opportunity so far this year but played crucial roles when getting their chance on the ground. Their 
willingness to play in any position and to adapt to whatever role they are given provides us with so much 
flexibility. This versatility and opportunism are qualities that all players should take note of - especially at a 
club where spots in both the Senior and Reserve grade sides are extremely hard earned. The only real downer 
for the day was the knee injury to captain Chris Stinchcombe . Stinch has been outstanding this year and we 
hope he recovers quickly.” 
Goals Mark Vickers-Willis 4; Will Paul 2; Dave Kimpton, Matt Goldsworthy; Tom Fallaw; Nick Betts; Will 
Ainsworth. Best: Ainsworth, Goldsworthy, W. Paul, Hugh McCarthy, Jamie Bell, and T. Paul. 
 
Reserves  Old Geelong 7-12  lost to La Trobe  10-3 at La Trobe (also from Matt Edmonds): 
“The top-of-the-table clash against La Trobe Uni was to decide who would take outright top spot on the 
ladder. Unfortunately the honours didn’t go to us. We kicked into a moderate breeze in the first term and 
managed to go into the break just slightly down on the scoreboard. During the second term we had most of 
the possession, and use of a handy breeze, but we were never really able to capitalise on our opportunities 
and could only eke out a 5-point advantage by the half. Good running from Dhillo in the back-line, excellent 
work from Jon Malpas  and Tim Legoe  in the middle, strong hands and quick gives from Tim Bayles up 
forward and a couple of nice goals from Charlie Fairbairn were highlights of the first half. Tav Makin also 
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seemed to relish his run on the ball and his “grunt” and aggression were something that was all too lacking 
from a lot of our other players. 
 
“Our third quarter proved to be very disappointing. For the only time this year we were really challenged and 
failed to respond, letting La Trobe kick away to a 4-goal lead on the breeze by the end of the quarter. Too 
many of our players seem to be very good when things are going well for us but fail to “switch-on” and react 
quickly when the opposition gains the ascendency – this is something that all players should learn from if 
they aspire to play finals football this year! We fought on hard in the last quarter and probably had a good 
chance to steal the game, but inaccuracy on goal and poor disposal let us down badly. In the end, despite 
having six more scoring shots and the majority of the possession for the day, we still contrived to lose by 9-
points, which was bitterly disappointing. Consistent contributors for the day were Jon Malpas , Tim Legoe , 
Tim Bayles and Charlie Fairbairn, and great also to see Lachie Stevens  do so well in his first game back 
for the year.”  
Goals: Fairbairn 3, Mark Avery, Richard Herd, Tav Makin, Sandy Waters.  
 
Club 18: Old Geelong 15.11 d La Trobe  5.10 
(I boundary umpired this game - about all I am good for these days, although there have been rumours about 
being recalled in place of Tayls for the Reserves game this week (something about a problem with his 
parabola)  - and the most noticeable thing was the abject lack of talking during the game, especially in the 
first half.  I‘ve criticised the Reserves in the past for their lack of talk, but the Club 18 make the Ressies 
sound like the massed voices of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir in comparison. - Ed. That said we do have a 
considerable amount of talent here, some of which I’m sure will be upwardly mobile in the near future, and 
we certainly stepped up a notch or four in the second half.) 
  
From Moose Edgar: 
“After a tight tussle for the first half, OGS just blew La Trobe away with an 8 goal to 0 blitz in the 3rd 
quarter. James Abbott's  "best-on" performance on the wing was strong all day with many forward-line 
feeds, whilst Nick Brown was a terrific goal sneak and crumber around the contests. Will deFegely's 
comeback showed him to be a great winner of contested balls. Stewart MacGowan showed form at both 
full forward and full back, as did Ian Munro.  Rupert Imhoff and David Collins  were both good targets in 
the forward line. Best:  James Abbott; Nick Brown; Will deFegely; Rupert Imhoff; David Collins; Stewart 
MacGowan. Goals: Nick Brown 3; David Collins 3; Rupert Imhoff 3; Stewart MacGowan 2; Charlie 
Burgess 2; James Abbott 1; Richard Hetherington 1 
 
COMING GAMES 
The next two weeks will present major challenges as the Firsts and Reserves come up against Old Carey this 
Saturday, and then Bulleen Templestowe the following week, neither of whom have lost a game in their 
Seniors.  The game against Carey this week is on the Main Oval, Carey Sports Complex, Bulleen Road, 
Bulleen (Melways*32 C10). Carey’s Reserves, also undefeated (apart from accidentally fielding an 
unregistered player in Round 1) will also be anything but easy, and we look forward a more accurate effort 
from our boys this coming week. 
 
The Club 18 are back at Como, against Monash Gryphons  (one day I will check the dictionary and fine out 
what a gryphon is) and unless the Gryphons (whatever they may be) have had a major injection of talent in 
the past week this gives us the chance for another victory, which would start to push the Club 18 into 
unchartered territory. 
 
AROUND THE CLUB 
Despite the warning in last week’s WebNotes, about six members of the Club 18 managed to take the wrong 
turning on their way into La Trobe and to miss the sports grounds: result was they arrived over half an hour 
late for the designated meeting time. Perhaps it would help if some of them were to read these notes each 
week. 
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Congratulations to Matt Goldsworthy (below) who this Saturday becomes our fourth player for the season to 
reach his 50th game for the OGFC. Goldy’s importance to the Club, not just from his own play, but also from 
his recruiting efforts in getting down so many of his “exceptionally talented mates” (their description, not 

mine –Ed), has been absolutely invaluable.  

   
 
Looks as if we will be without the services of our Captain, Chris Stinchcombe, for a number of weeks, if 
not for the remainder of the season, depending on results of an MRI in the next couple of days. Stinch 
injured his knee in the first quarter last week. 
 
Interesting looking at the team lists for some of the clubs which run Under 19 teams  and seeing names in 
them who were on our recruiting lists this year, including a couple of who actually signed with OGS and 
then left to play Under 19 football when our Under 19 team fell through. 
 
Registrations : We had another six new players go through this week (mind you, one hasn’t been sighted 
since he signed a month ago). Puts about 184 players nominally on our playing list, although there are a lot 
of those there solely because they played last season, especially in the Club 18, who haven’t been around at 
all this year.  On a related subject, a further reminder that new registrations close at the end of June .  
Doubtless some of you have friends - stars - coming down to the Club who will want to leave things to the 
last possible minute, but if they could be persuaded to do something about it sooner rather than later that 
would be appreciated. 
 
MARKING 50 YEARS: AN OCCASIONAL FEATURE 
Way back on 21 January, in WebNotes No 1 for the year, we listed a number of people who had played for 
or coached the OGFC who had League Football connections, either before or after their time with the OGS.  
We are informed that we missed out on mentioning John Laird who played a total of 34 games for the OGS 
in 1958 and 1959, winning the Club’s Turnbull Trophy for Best and Fairest for both those seasons.  Seems 
that he had played three games for the Geelong Football Club Firsts in the previous season, before finishing 
his career with the Old Geelong Football Club. 
 
Photo opposite is of Colin McDonald (left) who coached the 
Seniors in 1973, 1974 and 1975 (including a Runners-up and 
a third, Peter Scott (centre) who coached the Club longer than 
anyone else in its 50-year history (Firsts 1966, 67, 68, 69, 
70, including a Premiership and two thirds, and the Reserves 
in 1972, 73 and 74, including two Runners-up). 
 
Don’t know if he was trying to inflate the figures, or had just 
had a bit too much to drink.  We’ve received a piece of 
paper signed by all those who attended the First Annual 
Dinner of the OGGFC, on 8 October 1954 (held at the Hotel 
London, 99 Elizabeth Street Melbourne), and we note that one Garth Manton had managed to put his name 
down twice in different places. 
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In relation to the Turnbull Trophy mentioned above, this was presented to the Club after one J. Hume 
Turnbull donated the then massive amount of 250 pounds to the Club back in 1956 (I think about the 
equivalent of nearly $6000 today – Ed.) to be invested in perpetuality to pay for the Best and Fairest Trophy 
each year and to buy the perpetual trophy.  Unfortunately, this perpetual trophy has not been sighted for quite 
some years – perhaps one of our former winners from the 1990s, if pressed, might be able to find it 
somewhere, and equally the 250 pounds have not been seen in the Club’s accounts for many years. 
 
 

Above photo was taken at Righetti Oval, Kooyong, in 1966 during a training run the weekend before the 
Club won both the D and D Reserve Section premierships against Old Carey.  Those photographed include: 
Standing: Garth Manton (then President), in front of him, John Manton (now President, and clearly then 
being a pain in the arse), John McInnes (father of more recent players Hamish and Dougal McInnes), Jim 
Anderson (Captain of the Reserves), Michael Standish, Tom Taverner, Tony Walker  (largely obscured), 
Stephen Whitehead, Joe Allen, Peter Scott (Coach), Peter Reid, Peter King, Ian Brown (father of fairly 
recent player Richard Brown), Al Chapman, Tom Healy, Dr Fred Fenton (Club Doctor), Brian Wawn 
(Coach 1964, 65)  and the legendary Nugget Stephens . Seated: Cam MacMillan, Tony Poolman (winner 
of the Club’s first-ever Section Best and Fairest that year), John Lewisohn (Captain), Bruce Osboldstone , 
Brian Sprague . Front:  Peter Jenkins , Michael Richmond, Bill Tunbridge  (who later went on the Captain 
the Club), Tony Fenton, Jo Cantor. 
 
From Here and There 
A couple of years ago Jono Malpas  left his car for some weeks in Como Avenue near the top car park 
without any ill affect to it. And earlier this season, following a mix-up with the valuables bag, Chris 
Stinchcombe  was forced to leave his car in the Ivanhoe-Assumption car park overnight, again with 
absolutely no problems.  So we reckon Tony and Jenny Legoe could count themselves more than a tad 
unlucky - drove down from Naracoorte, South Australia, last Friday, amongst other things to go and see Tim 
Legoe play in the Reserves on Saturday, and stayed somewhere in Armadale on Friday night. They went 
outside about 10 o’clock the next morning to drive out to La Trobe - only to discover that somebody or 
bodies had jacked their car up during the night. And removed all the tyres.   
 
A bit sad really: Johnny McCarthy was seen some time after the Firsts finished last week, having to drag 
his father Redmond McCarthy out from the La Trobe Uni Football Club bar in an effort to get him home. 
 
Club Secretary David Mims  has just sent in the following note: “Something you might want to put in under 
"The Power of Australia Post": on Tuesday I cleared the Club mailbox. In the mail was an envelope from 
Aust Post containing three articles of mail that were sent from us to three Club members who once all 
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resided together at the same Prahran address. Former player Sam Bingley was one of them. Upon opening 
those returned letters I discovered that the mail-out was dated AUGUST 2002! So it's only taken 19 months 
for those articles to travel approx two kilometers kilometers from the Prahran address back to our Prahran 
PO box as "return to sender". 
 
A few very recent birthdays: congrats to Tim Legoe and Charlie Fairbairn who both celebrated their 21st 
birthday's on the same day, last Monday. In addition, Mark Avery celebrated his 25th on Saturday in style 
down at a winery on the Mornington Peninsula area.  Between himself, Jon Malpas , Lachie Stevens  and 
Sam Cole  (who has been seen, admittedly once, at training, but he may be reconsidering his retirement) they 
dined in style feasting on meals such as Rabbit, Kangaroo, Lamb and Duck.  Many a wine was also 
consumed, followed by a visit to the local Flinders pub where they nearly doubled the amount of customers 
by walking thru the front door. 
 
Weekly Player or Official Profile :  Name: Jon Malpas       
Also known as:  Jonno, Jon Jon, Malpussy, Puss, Jonny-Mal, Jmal             Age: 24 
Went to: Geelong Grammar, Deakin Uni Burwood                                                                    
Occupation:  Work – Victoria Racing Club, Study – MBA (Deakin) 
Lives in:  South Yarra, and originally from: Ocean Grove 
Married/attached/available/desperate: Attached 
Career with OGS: 1998 – 2004 (now on 90 games) 
Awards at OGS (if any): Co Vice-Captain 2003 
Preferred playing position: Half-back/Wing 
Perceived football strengths:  Fitness                         
                           weaknesses:    Inconsistency 
Best players seen at OGS: Mark Neeld, Mark Vickers -Willis 
Highlight of Career: Round 18, 2003 at Como…100 goals to Vicko!! 
Favourite Food: Everything (Pizza, Pasta, Seafood, Japanese etc)                                          
                Music:   Chillout 
                Place:   Bora Bora 
    Film:  Braveheart 
    Fantasy:  Bora Bora 
    Restaurant/pub etc: Caratao (Rio de 
Janeiro) 
League Club followed: Geelong 
Other major interests/hobbies/achievements : Sport 
& Leisure activities, travel… 
If I were stranded on a desert island, the five things 
I would take with me are: 
1.   bottomless Eski 
2.   golf clubs 
3.   thongs 
4.   mates       
5.   boat? 
If I could have any job in the world it would be: Pro Golfer 
As a child I really wanted to be (when I grew up): Famous 
The things I like most about myself is: Appetite 
What makes me cringe/angry is: Mondays  
Future plans – say for next three years: travel, complete MBA, buy a house. 
General Comment about how you see the Club:  
    Its strong points: Coaching Staff, Depth of players, collectivism  
    Needs to improve/change: More support for Lemon. 
============================================================ 
 
Anyone wishing to contact these notes can do so on peter@peregrineadventures.com: it is unlikely that the line will be busy – 
certainly not from people in the Old Geelong Football Club submitting contributions. 


